Yet again, the ANZTLA Conference was affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and we were unable to meet in person in Adelaide for the second year running. Despite this, the South Australian chapter organised an excellent range of speakers who presented over Zoom on a great variety of topics for the 35th ANZTLA Annual Conference. An additional feature of the conference was an Exhibition of Superlative Books, compiled by Philip Harvey. The list, describing the loudest; shapliest; most holey; most valuable; most translated; most incomprehensible; oldest; longest; smallest; largest; quietest; and most edible books in the world, can be found at the Carmelite Library blog. The ANZTLA Conference was not the only one to be moved online – Siong Ng gives us a summary of Atla Annual held in June; and we look forward to the next ANZTLA Annual Conference in 2022 in Melbourne – start planning your contribution now!

Kerrie Stevens
______________
ANZTLA EJournal Manager
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